
Style rotation between growth and value stocks is often commented on as traders and investors

try to anticipate the next stage of the economic cycle. As we discussed previously, market

rotation can take different forms but generally refers to the movement of investment capital from

one equity class to another. This typically occurs when a sector, market capitalisation (size of
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listed company), region or style that had previously been flat or underperforming peers starts to

gain momentum and becomes attractive to investors. 

As inflation and interest rates rise around the world, investors are sometimes encouraged to

consider a rotation of investing styles from growth stocks to value. While past performance can

only be used as a rough guide, investors traditionally shift from a focus on stocks expected to

grow strongly to those that are under-priced and offer value when times are tough or hard to

forecast. Historically, market rotation between value stocks and growth stocks occurs after

recessions and/or major market crashes. Further, the same rising interest rates and bond yields

that may cause a correction in growth stocks are often a tailwind for stocks that were not as

highly valued by the market. This is partly because they do not have as far to fall, but also due to

factors such as pricing power, stronger balance sheets and the ability, in some cases, to gain

from higher rates.

However, while it is a good rule of thumb that value stocks tend to outperform during

downturns, recession and early in upturns, while growth outperforms after the upturn, there is

plenty of variation amongst value stocks. Cyclical value sectors include financials, energy,

materials and industrials while defensive value sectors include utilities, healthcare,

telecommunications, consumer staples and real estate. Deep value strategies will tend to have

portfolios that are dominated by cyclical companies that tend to do well in a ‘risk-on’

environment where market expectations are for strong economic growth in certain sectors that

is muted by fears over economic stress. Defensive value portfolios tend to be dominated by

companies with stable or compounding earnings that usually do well in a ‘risk-off’ environment

where markets are concerned with slowing economic growth or recession.  

 

This analysis has been prepared by Perpetual Investment Management Limited (PIML) ABN 18 000 866 535,

AFSL 234426. It is general information only and is not intended to provide you with financial advice or take

into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider, with a financial adviser,

whether the information is suitable for your circumstances. To the extent permitted by law, no liability is

accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on this information.

The information is believed to be accurate at the time of compilation and is provided in good faith. This

document may contain information contributed by third parties. PIML and PSL do not warrant the accuracy or

completeness of any information contributed by a third party. Any views expressed in this document are

opinions of the author at the time of writing and do not constitute a recommendation to act. 

The product disclosure statement(PDS) for the Perpetual Diversified Income Fund issued by PIML, should be

considered before deciding whether to acquire or hold units in the fund. The PDS and Target Market

Determination can be obtained by calling 1800 022 033 or visiting our website http://www.perpetual.com.au . 
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No company in the Perpetual Group (Perpetual Limited ABN 86 000 431 827 and its subsidiaries) guarantees

the performance of any fund or the return of an investor’s capital. Past performance is not indicative of future

performance.
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